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When Charlie repaired Abbas’s fourth meridian, Lord Elms (Wilfred) could no longer see Abbas’s
repair.

At the scene, it was still possible to see the cultivation base of the abbas, and only a few five-star
generals in the Wanlong Palace were left.

As for the two iron wastes, Salmaan and Chen , they had completely stopped cooking at this time.

When the fifth meridian of Abbas was also repaired, no one except Charlie could see his current true
cultivation level.

Immediately afterwards, the remaining meridians of Abbas were also restored one by one.

I feel that the eight meridians that I have just broken have completely recovered.

What made Abbas even more unimaginable was that his eight meridians were a blessing in disguise,
and after recovering one by one, they all reached the state of Dzogchen.

The current Abbas is no longer an eight-star warrior, he has entered the realm of Ming Realm Great
Perfection.

His mentor, from the Eight-Star Martial Artist to the Great Perfection of the Ming Realm, took more
than ten years.

However, with Charlie’s help, he only spent a few minutes!

Such a huge improvement in an instant shocked his heart, and even felt like a world away.

If this thing didn’t really happen to him, he absolutely couldn’t believe that there was such a powerful
ability in this world.

He could feel that what Charlie used was a much more powerful and magical energy than his internal
force.

This reminded him of what his mentor said back then. He said that in this world, warriors are only the
lowest level power above ordinary people.

Above the martial artist, there are many power systems that far surpass martial arts. For martial arts
practitioners, it is likely that they will never have a chance to touch them in a lifetime.

Seeing that Charlie had such supernatural powers, he immediately determined that Charlie’s power
system was definitely not a martial artist, but a great supernatural power that was one level higher
than martial arts.

As if he was born again, he kowtowed to Charlie again, and said with great gratitude: “Mr. wade, thank
you for your kindness in rebuilding! Now his subordinates have reached the Ming Realm, and the rest
of his life will definitely do their best for you. Let’s die!”



The words of Abbas made all martial arts practitioners who were present were struck by lightning.

Who can believe that Charlie not only helped Abbas restore the meridians, but also allowed him to
reach the sky in one step and become the Great Perfection of the Ming Realm!

Who would dare to believe that there is a chance in this life to see a top martial artist of the Ming
Realm Dzogchen with his own eyes!

I thought that Charlie’s restoration of Abbas’s meridians was already a miracle, but I didn’t expect the
real miracle to be here!

After breaking and standing, standing to perfection, this is simply a supernatural power that turns
decay into a miracle!

Suddenly, countless people admired Charlie more, and at the same time they were very envious of
Abbas, feeling that Abbas had simply encountered the most precious opportunity in the world.

In fact, Charlie didn’t want to help Abbas improve his cultivation base, but although his meridians had
already passed eight originally, he basically failed to enter the fully unblocked Dzogchen realm.

This time it breaks and then stands, directly allowing all meridians to be completely unblocked after
the rebuilding of Zhen Qi.

All the eight meridians were unblocked, and it was natural that Abbas became the top martial artist of
the Ming Realm Dzogchen.

However, Charlie was not in vain.

Because from today, Abbas no longer owns his own life.

Because all his time and energy for the rest of his life will be spent on loyalty to Charlie.

Therefore, Charlie looked at him, nodded slightly, and said indifferently: “You just need to remember
what you said, otherwise, I can give you a chance, and I can beat you back to your original form!”

Abbas blurted out very piously: “Mr. wade, don’t worry! If his subordinates violate the oath in the
future, they will die without a place to be buried!”

Charlie nodded, then looked at the deposed Salmaan and Chen , who was imprisoned in
consciousness, and said lightly: “You two have also taken time to reflect on it these days. After you
arrive in Jinling, I will give you a change. The opportunity to rehabilitate will make you all back to the
same level as before, but you must also remember that if you dare to have any unfaithfulness, I will
make you better than dead!”
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